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PARADISE BIRD, DESIGNED BY: LUCA NICHETTO 

Paradise Bird is a collection of extraordinary furniture: it manifests an attitude to life – an exciting 
interplay between freedom and retreat, openness and security. Unconstrained, the extroverted design 
combines noble elegance with functional flexibility, demonstrating a sophistication that effortlessly 
continues the great Viennese tradition of formally elegant design. The collection includes a lounge 
chair, high-back chair, sofa, stool, chair and bed – all the eclectic result of the pursuit of ultimate 
comfort. 

The seamless combination of exclusive materials underlines their high quality and exudes a lightness 
of touch on the one hand and reliable stability on the other. The collection's characteristic feature is a 
metal frame – available in a choice of black or brass-coloured – whose delicate, vertically running 
lattice bars pay tribute to Josef Hoffmann's style in their geometry. 

 

 

Paradise Bird Desk 

A desk extends and complements the Paradise Bird collection designed by Luca Nichetto for 
Wittmann in 2020.  

Echoing the welcoming feel inherent in the Paradise Bird collection, the asymmetrical Paradise Bird 
Desk invites interaction with its sweeping curves and elegant lines. Seamlessly integrated into the side 
panels is a smooth-running drawer that rounds out the masterful craftsmanship in the truest sense 
and perfect form.  

Ausführungen/Variants: 

o 162 x 71 x 95cm 
 

o Tabletop: Fenix black, drawers solid walnut or ash black 
 

o Metal frame in black grey or brass satin, surcharge: soft copper 
 
 
Wittmann, a family-run Austrian company now in its fifth generation, produces exceptionally high-quality 
handmade upholstered designer furnishings. For more than 120 years, the Wittmann brand has been 
synonymous with precision, individuality, and unparalleled handcraftsmanship. The company works with 
internationally acclaimed designers to create perfectly made furniture that adorns luxury private 
residences and features in out-of-the-ordinary projects for the hospitality, retail and office sectors 
worldwide. 
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